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since they are collected, screened and published according to internationally
agreed  standards.  In  addition  to  being  an  extremely  valuable  source  of
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is  crucial  for  a  company's  innovation  process. Knowledge of  developed
techniques and products forestalls overlapping R&D projects and thereby
prevents unnecessary investment. Equally important is the recognition of
other  actors  operating  in  the  field.  Benchmarking  and  evaluating  a
competitor's  R&D  and  market  strategies  aids  in  managing  one's  own
processes and locating possible parties for collaboration or crosslicensing.

Since the patent system was established, more than 60 million patent
applications  have  been  published.  It  would  be  impossible  to  find  and
analyze  relevant  documents  manually.  This  publication  describes  the
results  and  observations  obtained  in  a  study  testing  four  sophisticated
patent  analysis  and  visualization  tools.  The  tools  were  tested  with  two
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Abstract 
Approximately 80% of scientific and technical information can be found from patent 
documents alone, according to a study carried out by the European Patent Office. 
Patents are also a unique source of information since they are collected, screened and 
published according to internationally agreed standards. In addition to being an extremely 
valuable source of technology intelligence, patent documents offer a business competitive 
intelligence by revealing a competitor�s strengths and strategies. Information gained 
from patents can also help in locating partners for cross-licensing and collaboration. 

Since the patent system was established, more than 60 million patent applications have 
been published. It would be impossible to find and analyze relevant documents 
manually. The need for analysis and evaluation tools for patents has been acknowledged 
by many solution providers. New solutions are continuously coming onto the market; 
tools for reading and evaluating individual patents and tools for analyzing sets of patent 
documents. Solutions of the latter type can still be roughly divided into two groups: 
tools for retrieving and preparing basic statistics for patent documents, and tools for 
visualization and progressive analysis of patents. The former group deals only with data 
in a structured form, whereas the latter also analyzes unstructured text and other data. 

In this study, four efficient tools for analyzing patent documents were tested: Thomson 
Reuter�s Aureka and Thomson Data Analyzer, Biowisdom�s OmniViz, and STN�s STN 
AnaVist. All four tools analyze structured and unstructured data alike. They all visualize 
the results achieved from clustering the text fields of patent documents and either 
provide basic statistics graphs themselves or contain filters for performing them with 
other solutions. 

The tools were tested with two cases, evaluating their ability to offer technology and 
business intelligence from patent documents for companies� daily business. Being 
aware of the state of the art of relevant technology areas is crucial for a company�s 
innovation process. Knowledge of developed techniques and products forestalls 
overlapping R&D projects and thereby prevents unnecessary investment. Equally 
important is the recognition of other actors operating in the field. Benchmarking and 
evaluating a competitor�s R&D and market strategies aids in managing one�s own 
processes and locating possible parties for collaboration or cross-licensing. 
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This study took the point of view of a patent analyst with a basic understanding of 
patent data but no special knowledge of data mining techniques or the tools tested. 

All the tools evaluated are very useful for the task and quite easy to adopt for daily 
work. All four had some strengths and weaknesses in comparison to each other. As a 
conclusion it could be stated that OmniViz and Thomson Data Analyzer are tools for 
sophisticated and diversified mathematical analysis of the data. Aureka and AnaVist are 
convenient for easily visualizing basic statistics and �top lists� of the data and for 
making stylish patent maps. The unique features of OmniViz, when compared to the 
other tools tested, are the possibility to visualize clustered data from many different 
points of view and the possibility to evaluate some attributes with patent map 
animations. Thomson Data Analyzer offers efficient tools for comparing different 
subsets of the data, e.g. for identifying unique values of an attribute. Aureka is the only 
tool to allow citation analyses and has the most illustrative patent map. STN AnaVist is 
superior in the possibility to retrieve basic statistics fast and smoothly. 

The results obtained with all four tools were very much alike, even though different 
databases for retrieving the data were used. The top assignees and inventors lists were 
uniform, as were the year trends and both technological and geographical business 
areas. Only the reciprocal orders and amounts of documents varied. However, the 
conclusions drawn from the results, and business decisions made with them, would all 
be similar regardless of the tool used. 
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Terminology 

EPO European Patent Office 

PCT International patent application system, based on Patent Cooperation Treaty 

IPC International Patent Classification 
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1. Introduction 

Approximately 80% of scientific and technical information can be found from patent 
documents alone, according to a study carried out by the European Patent Office. They 
are also a unique source of information since they are collected, screened and published 
according to internationally agreed standards. In addition to being an extremely valuable 
source of technology intelligence, patent documents offer a business competitive 
intelligence by revealing a competitor�s strengths and strategies. Information gained 
from patents can help in locating partners for cross-licensing and collaboration. 

Since the patent system was established, more than 60 million patent documents have 
been published. It would be impossible to find and analyze all relevant documents 
manually. The need for analysis and evaluation tools for patents has been acknowledged 
by many solution providers. New solutions are continuously coming onto the market; 
tools for reading and evaluating individual patents and tools for analyzing sets of patent 
documents. Solutions of the latter type can still be roughly divided into two groups: 
tools for retrieving and preparing basic statistics for patent documents, and tools for 
visualization and progressive analysis of patents. The former group deals only with data 
in a structured form, whereas the latter also analyzes unstructured text and other data. 

In this study, four sophisticated patent analysis and visualization tools were tested, all of 
which also dealt with treating unstructured text data. This study discusses observations 
made during the testing and the results retrieved. The study is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 discusses the advantages gained from analyzing patents. Chapter 2.1 explains 
the structure and content of patent documents and shows an example. Chapter 3 
describes the study in more detail. First (in Chapter 3.1), it explains the terms used 
while speaking of analyses. Then (in Chapter 3.2), it introduces the two test cases used, 
and finally (in Chapter 3.3), it explains the contents of the data sets used for testing. 
Chapter 3.4 introduces the four tools tested. Chapters 4 and 5 finally present the results 
with many figures. Chapter 6 describes the conclusions drawn in the study. 
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2. Technology and Competitive Intelligence 
from Patent Documents 

The patent system is based on the rule that in order to gain a monopoly, the invention 
has to be explained with enough accuracy for anyone skilled in the art to implement. 
Patent applications are public 18 months after filing and are available for anyone, 
nowadays mostly also in electronic form. 

The importance of patent data as a source for technology and competitive intelligence 
has been acknowledged for a long time. Ove Grandstrand [1] has distinguished between 
four types of technical information carriers: patents, scientific and technical publications, 
people and products/processes. In his book, Granstrand states, �In this context patent 
information, despite its many and well-recognized inadequacies, stands out as a unique 
source of technical information. More than any other source, it is collected, screened 
and published according to internationally agreed standards. It continually provides an 
assessment of the state of the art together with at least a rudimentary measure of metric 
of technological change. It thereby enables a transparent accumulation of knowledge on 
a global scale.� 

Due to the remarks stated above, patent data is crucial for research, development and 
business actions, even for companies without intentions to apply for patents of their 
own. Analyses of patent documents indicate the present state of the art, as well as aid in 
locating �white spaces�; technology areas lacking inventions. Due to the requirement to 
disclose inventions precisely, the compositions of patented products and methods may 
be examined in their entirety, which is not always possible otherwise. Yearly trends in 
research and development may be revealed by analyzing the yearly information found in 
patent documents. Research and development emphases also vary according to the 
geographical location, which can be examined through patent data. Yearly trends in 
patenting indicate present �hot areas�, i.e. areas with many inventions, as well as 
declining technology fields. Analysis for technology intelligence should always be done 
with specialist in the technology area in question in order to achieve the maximum 
benefit. 

Patent documents also offer competitive intelligence to support a company�s business 
decisions. Knowledge of other companies� patent portfolios offers valuable information 
on competitors and helps to locate possible actors for licensing technologies and 
collaboration, as well as identifying new entrants in the market. 

Knowing another company�s or competitor�s patenting activities reveals its strengths 
and business strategies. Yearly trends show the technology areas the company has 
abandoned and the areas it is currently concentrating on. Application activity for 
different Patent Organizations, i.e. each country�s patent office, reveals a company�s 
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geographical business strategy. It has to be kept in mind though, that some information 
always remains confidential to the company. 

In order to receive a patent the invention has to be novel, among other requirements. 
This means that the patent application must be the first place where the invention is 
disclosed. This offers a great possibility of revealing new products and techniques long 
before they enter the market. Analysis of patent assignees and inventors reveals 
collaboration between other actors and offers information for headhunting. 

2.1 Patent Data 

Patent documents contain both structured and unstructured data. Figure 1 shows a 
sample first page of a patent document. The first page consists of bibliographical data 
which is strictly structured, and of a title and an abstract, which are both unstructured. A 
patent document also contains a description of the invention, claims (a concise 
definition of the legal protection of the patent is) and drawings. 

Numbering and publication practices vary quite a lot between different Patent 
Organizations. The basic attributes used for analysis are, however, found in all patent 
documents, and are to some extent standardized by different database producers. The 
patent application introduced in Figure 1 is published under the Patent Co-operation 
Treaty (PCT). Fields found in patent documents are identified with international 
numbering. The meanings of those fields used in the analysis introduced in Chapters 4 
and 5 will be explained below, with numbers corresponding to the figure marked. 

Numbers and dates 

Patent documents contain identifying numbers. Priority data (field 30) consists of a 
priority number assigned for the first application applying for a patent and the corresponding 
date. A publication number is given to the document when it is published, 18 months 
after filing. The publication date refers to the corresponding date. The issue date is the 
date the patent is granted, usually 3�5 years after filing, depending on the Patent Office. 

Assignees 

Patent assignees or applicants (71) are the organizations or individuals holding the 
rights for the invention and applying for the patent. Inventions developed in collaboration 
are assigned to all the parties involved. 

Inventors 

Inventors (72, 75) are the researchers who have developed the invention in question. 
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Figure 1. An example of the first page of a patent document. 
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Classifications 

Inventions are classified according to the technologies they are related to. The most 
commonly used is the International Patent Classification (IPC, 51). Many Patent 
Organizations have created their own classification system, e.g. the United States Patent 
and Trademark Office (US patent classification) and the European Patent Office (ECLA 
European Classification). Some database producers have also created their own 
classification system to make searching and analysis of the relevant documents easier. 
In this study two such classifications have been used provided by Thomson Reuters: 
Derwent Classification and Derwent�s Manual Codes. 

Title and abstract 

The title (54) and abstract (57) are descriptions of the invention in natural language. 
They are unstructured text and the informative manner of them is varies greatly 
depending on the author. 
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3. Study 

The total amount of patent documents published is 60 million. This also includes 
applications which have never led to a patent. The amount is increasing at an 
accelerating rate. It would be impossible to find and analyze all relevant patents 
manually. 

The need for analysis and evaluation tools for patents has been acknowledged by many 
solution providers. New solutions are coming onto the market continuously; tools for 
reading and evaluating individual patents (like ScioSphere, STN Viewer and PatBase), 
and tools for analyzing sets of patent documents. Solutions of the latter type can still be 
roughly divided into two groups; tools for retrieving and making basic statistics for 
patent documents (like LexisNexis, QPat and PatBase), and tools for visualization and 
progressive analysis of patents. The former group deals only with data in a structured 
form, whereas the latter also analyzes unstructured text data. The latter group is the 
target of this evaluation. 

This study was carried out from the point of view of a patent analyst. Patent analysts, as 
meant here, offer technology and business information for a company�s R&D and 
business actions. The study wanted to clarify what kind of help the launched solutions 
would provide for analysts� daily work. Four solutions widely used for patent analysing 
were tested. These tools are Aureka, Biowisdom�s OmniViz, STN AnaVist and 
Thomson Data Analyzer. This report presents the observations made during the testing 
and shows the results of two test cases. 

In this chapter the research frame and data used in the study are described. In Chapter 
3.1 the term Data Mining used in the title is explained. In Chapter 3.2 the two test cases 
used for testing the tools are introduced, and in Chapter 3.3 the databases used for 
retrieving the test data are presented. 

3.1 Data Mining 

The use of terms in the literature related to processing patent-related data is quite 
confusing. The terms �data mining,� �patent mining,� �text mining� and �visualization� 
are employed for the processing of the documents. This chapter will try to give some 
explanations of the terms and explain why �data mining� was chosen for the title of the 
study. 
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Hand, Mannila and Smyth [2] define the term �data mining� as follows: 

�Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected 
relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and 
useful to the data owner.� 

Feldman�s and Sanger�s [3] definition of �text mining�: �Text mining can be broadly 
defined as a knowledge-intensive process in which a user interacts with a document 
collection over time by using a suite of analysis tools. In a manner analogous to data 
mining, text mining seeks to extract useful information from data sources through the 
identification and exploration of interesting patterns. In the case of text mining, 
however, the data sources are document collections, and interesting patterns are found 
not among formalized database records but in the unstructured textual data in the 
documents in these collections.� 

Clustering is a process which groups the objects into groups called clusters. This is done 
by classifying the objects. The difference between clustering and categorization is, 
according to Feldman and Sanger [3], that �In categorization problems we are provided 
with a collection of preclassified training examples, and the task of the system is to 
learn the description of classes in order to be able to classify a new unlabeled object. In 
the case of clustering, the problem is to group the given unlabeled collection into 
meaningful clusters without any prior information. Any labels associated with objects are 
obtained solely from the data.� 

The term �patent mining� is quite widely used in the literature referring to processing 
patent data with data and text mining techniques (e.g. Jin et al. [4] and Kasravi et al. 
[5]). It refers to data mining of patent documents. 

The idea of visual data exploration, �visualization,� is, according to Keim [6], �to 
present the data in some visual form, allowing the human to get insight into the data, 
draw conclusions, and directly interact with the data.� The development of visualization 
techniques in the last decade has made it possible to widen the visualization of low-
dimensional data, e.g. making histograms of yearly attributes, to create sophisticated 
visualizations of high-dimensional text data. 

Patent documents contain structured and unstructured data alike; they are �semi-
structured� as Feldman and Sanger [3] write. The bibliographic information of a patent 
is structured and follows a strict format. For example, it contains patent assignee and 
inventor names, different identifiers such as priority and publication numbers, years and 
classifications. Unstructured data is text explaining the invention and the extent of 
protection of the patent, e.g. title, abstract and claims. The structure of patents was 
explained in more detail in Chapter 2.1. According to Tseng et al. [7], visualizations of 
results of patent analysis are called patent graphs if they are prepared from structured 
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data, and patent maps if they are from unstructured texts. However, they admit that, 
loosely speaking, the term map is used often for both cases. 

All four tools tested analyze both structured data and unstructured text data, and 
visualize the results of both categories. The visualizations are possible for low- and 
high-dimensional data alike, e.g. bar and pie graphs for structured data and patent 
landscapes, i.e. maps, for unstructured data. An analysis of text data is carried out by 
first clustering it according to the most frequent words. In this study the term �data 
mining� is used as an upper-level term for all the handling of large amounts of data, and 
�text mining� as a subset of it, referring to the analysis of unstructured data. 

3.2 Test Cases 

The tools were tested with two cases, introduced below, evaluating their ability to offer 
technology and business intelligence from patent documents for companies� daily 
business. Being aware of the state of the art of relevant technology areas is crucial for a 
company�s innovation process. Knowledge of developed techniques and products 
forestalls overlapping R&D projects and thereby prevents unnecessary investments. 
Equally important is the recognition of other actors operating in the field. Benchmarking 
and evaluating a competitor�s R&D and market strategies aids in managing one�s own 
processes and locating possible parties for collaboration or cross-licensing. 

The study took the point of view of a patent analyst with a basic understanding of patent 
data but no special knowledge of data mining techniques or the tools tested. In addition 
to evaluating the results of the analysis and their value for technology and business 
intelligence, their usability was compared by answering the following questions: 

• How easy is the tool to use? Does it require a lot of reading of manuals before 
starting the analysis? 

• What kinds of data format does the tool support? Is there a need to manipulate 
the data before it can be analysed by the tool? 

• Can the tool be used for improving the search, meaning focusing the results by 
excluding documents that have come in because of too extensive a search 
profile? 
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Case 1: Technology-based data 

The first case evaluated the tools with technology-based data. Patent documents are the 
most comprehensive and accurate source of technology-related information. According 
to a study carried out by the European Patent Office, 80% of technical information can 
be found from patent documents alone. In return for a temporary monopoly on an 
invention, the inventor has to disclose it in sufficient detail. 

The first case analyzed patent documents dealing with technologies for measuring 
friction between a vehicle and the road surface. Any restrictions by year for the 
documents were not included. The search profile was constructed by restricting the 
search for relevant documents into one IPC class, G01; measuring and testing. Then 
patent documents containing the words �vehicle,� �road� and �friction� or �condition,� 
with synonyms for all the terms were searched for. A more detailed search profile is 
introduced in Chapter 3.3. 

The evaluations were committed by looking for answers to the following questions. 

• What are the trends of patenting in the technology area now and how has the 
patenting changed over time? 

• Who are the most active patent assignees and inventors in the area? 

• How is it possible to examine a specific subgroup of the technology? 

• How do the inventions of company X relate to the inventions of company Y? 

• Is it possible to locate a specific document among the mass of patents? 

The results of the first case are introduced in Chapter 4. 

Case 2: Company-based data 

The second case evaluated the patent portfolio of a specific company. Knowing another 
company�s or competitor�s patenting activities reveals its strengths and business 
strategies. Yearly trends show the technology areas the company has abandoned and the 
areas it is concentrating on now. Applying this activity to different Patent Organizations, 
i.e. different countries� patent offices, reveals a company�s geographical business 
strategy. Patent analysis offers a great possibility to reveal new products and techniques 
long before they come onto the market. Analysis of patent assignees and inventors 
reveals collaboration between other actors and offers information for headhunting. 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft was chosen to be the company for the second test case. 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is Europe�s largest organization for applied research, based in 
Germany. All its patents and applications filed since 1995 were searched for. A more 
detailed search profile is introduced in Chapter 3.3. 
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The second case tries to evaluate how the following questions are answered by using the 
tools. 

• What are the key technologies the company is concentrating on now? 
• How has the focus of its business changed in the past ten years? 
• What is the geographical area of operation for the company? 
• What kind of co-operation does the company have and with whom? 

The results of the second case are introduced in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Databases and Data Sets Used for Testing 

The data was retrieved from four different commercial databases: MicroPatent, Derwent 
World Patent Index (DWPI), USPatfull and PCTFull, and three different data sets were 
made. The content of the data sets is constructed with quite similar profiles, introduced 
below. 

A combination of DWPI, USPatfull and PCTFull data was used for testing STN AnaVist. 

DWPI data was used for testing Thomson Data Analyzer and MicroPatent�s data for 
testing Aureka and OmniViz. 

The utilization of the tools in real life has been imitated by using different databases and 
datasets. Aureka uses the MicroPatent database, and STN AnaVist uses four different 
databases named in Chapter 3.4. Thomson Data Analyzer analyzes data from different 
sources, but has special filters for handling DWPI data. OmniViz uses data in any 
format and offers a wizard for importing data in Microsoft Excel format easily, which is 
why MicroPatent data was used to test it. 

The analysis was carried out using the title, abstract and bibliographic data of the 
documents. 

MicroPatent�s PatentWeb 

MicroPatent�s PatentWeb is an online repository produced by Thomson Reuters. It 
contains more that 50 million full text and front page records. PatentWeb contains 
documents from six Patent Organizations and PCT applications; full text documents 
from USPTO (the United States Patent and Trademark Office), EPO (the European 
Patent Office), Germany�s and Great Britain�s Patent Offices and PCT applications, and 
front page documents from Japan�s Patent Organization. 
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Derwent World Patent Index (DWPI) 

The Derwent World Patent Index (DWPI) is a database produced by Thomson Reuters. 
It is called �value added,� which means that the patent documents have rewritten titles 
and abstracts in English to be more informative. DWPI has patent documents from more 
than 40 patent authorities around the world. Data from all members of the patent family 
has been incorporated into one document. The documents also have DWPI�s own 
classifications, Derwent classification codes and Derwent manual codes, to improve 
searching for and handling relevant documents. 

USPatfull 

USPatfull is a database produced by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). It 
contains full text patent documents from USPTO since 1971. 

PCTFull 

PCTFull covers the full text of Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT) published applications 
of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) since 1978. 

Search profiles for each database combinations 

Since the data consists of two different cases and three combinations of databases, this 
resulted in six data sets. All sets contain patent and patent application documents. The 
MicroPatent data was saved in Microsoft Excel format, and Derwent World Patent 
Index data in text format. Below detailed search profiles for all six data sets will be 
given with the number of patents they contained. Patents filed with different Patent 
Organizations for the same invention constitute a patent family. In order not to bias the 
analyses with several occurrences of the same invention, the documents were restricted 
to one from each family. 

Explanations of used symbols: 

* : Any number of marks 
nN : Words appear within n words or less 
IPC : International Patent Classification 
PA : Patent assignee. 
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Technology-based data 

The search was restricted to documents classified into IPC class G01; Measuring and 
Testing. 

Documents had to contain one of the words: 

Vehicle or Car or Automotive 

and either of the following combinations of words: 

(Skid* or Friction)(5N)(Road or Highway or Freeway or Roadway) 

or 

(Condition)(3N)(Road or Highway or Freeway or Roadway). 

The search produced 646 documents from MicroPatent and 1081 from the Derwent 
World Patent Index. In STN the documents retrieved from DWPI were merged with 
documents retrieved from USPATFULL and PCTFULL. The documents were searched 
by limiting the fields searched for title, abstract and claims to make the search more 
accurate. This yielded 1343 documents. 

Company-based data 

The search was restricted to applications and patents filed after 1994: 

 FRAUNHOFER/PA. 

The search produced 4513 documents from the Derwent World Patent Index and 4628 
documents from MicroPatent. The difference in numbers is due to the few weeks� time 
lapse between the retrievals. 

3.4 Tools for Analysis 

There are numerous tools and solutions for analysing patents and new ones are coming 
onto the market continuously. There are, for example, tools for reading and evaluating 
individual patents and tools for analyzing sets of patent documents. Solutions of the 
latter type can still be roughly divided into two groups; tools for retrieving and 
preparing basic statistics for patent documents, and tools for visualization and progressive 
analysis of patent. The former group deals only with data in a structured form, whereas 
the latter also analyzes unstructured text and other data. 
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Analysis tools have been tested and introduced earlier by many writers (e.g. Eldridge 
[8] and Yang et al. [9]). In this study the tools were tested with two real-life cases to see 
how they fit to true cases present in a company�s daily operations. 

Four extensive analysis tools were tested. The purpose of this study was to evaluate how 
easy the tools are to use and how useful and informative analyses performed with them 
are. The study went over two cases, one with technology-based data and the other with 
one company�s patent portfolio. The outputs of the analysis are presented in the next 
two chapters. Chapter 4 introduces graphics and remarks of the analysis performed with 
technology-based data, and Chapter 5 the one with company-based data. This chapter 
will present information about the tools and observations about their usability. 

All the tools had processes for clustering unstructured text, in this case titles and 
abstracts of patent documents, and visualizing the clusters. They all also provided tools 
for retrieving basic statistics about different attributes found in the data. 

The tools tested may be roughly divided into two groups. The first group consists of 
Aureka and STN AnaVist, which are easy to use and offer basic analysis with little 
effort and studying needed from the user. The data available is limited to a few patent 
databases; Aureka uses data retrieved from the MicroPatent database, and STN AnaVist 
from four STN patent databases. Along with highly usable interfaces, the ease of their 
use comes from restricting the user from influencing the algorithms and methods used 
for handling the data. 

The tools in the other group, OmniViz and TDA VantagePoint, are tools empowering 
very sophisticated statistical analysis performed on almost any kind of data. The use of 
these tools requires some learning. Due to the possibility to analyse data from almost 
unrestricted sources, some preparation before committing the analysis is needed. Both 
tools provide filters and wizards to help with the importing of data. Most analyses 
offered by these tools are easy to render by using the default values. For a power user 
there are wide-ranging possibilities to choose from, e.g. clustering algorithms. 

Preparing the right search profile, especially for retrieving technology-related patent 
documents, is often quite difficult. The searcher has to find a balance between leaving 
some relevant documents out and including irrelevant ones. The relevancy of the 
analysis, however, depends on the validity of the data. 

All the four tools tested enabled the re-defining of the data by making subsets of it and 
handling them as bases for new analyses. Visualizing the data made it easy to locate 
documents that didn�t relate to the subject and exclude them. 
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Aureka 

Aureka is Thomson Reuters� tool for analysing and visualizing patent data and sharing 
it effectively inside the company. The best features of MicroPatent are its representative 
visualizations, basic statistics and interface. 

Aureka is integrated for the MicroPatent database, which was introduced in more detail 
in Chapter 3.3. It is flexible and allows broadening and modifying of the data set even in 
the middle of the analysis, though it limits the analysis to only full text patent 
documents from a few of the world�s biggest patent offices. Working with Aureka needs 
very little preparation of the data or learning of the tool. 

Aureka emphasizes the sharing of information inside a company and representation of 
the results of analysis. Basic statistics can be viewed with ready-made reports or by 
exporting data to Microsoft Excel. Aureka also offers Excel macros to ease the analysis. 

Aureka doesn�t provide interactivity at the same level as the other tools tested, but 
individual patent documents may be located from the visualizations and viewed in 
detail. 

OmniViz 

OmniViz is BioWisdom�s powerful data mining tool. It is designed mainly for 
analyzing biological data, but is well suited to treating patent documents from other 
technology fields as well. The best features of OmniViz are its flexibility, efficiency, 
high degree of interactivity and supply of many different visualization techniques. 

OmniViz is great tool for a user who is familiar with data mining methods and 
algorithms and is willing to influence their utilization. While preparing the data, the user 
can choose, for example, the stop words and algorithm used for clustering (K-Means, 
Hierarchical etc.). OmniViz is made to be easy to use with the default values and is 
suited to making basic visualizations and statistics of patent data. 

OmniViz emphasizes visual presentations and analysis of data. There are eight different 
visualizations for taking different perspectives of the data, looking at clusters made 
from it, the associations of terms in them, the correlation between numerical attributes 
and special visualizations for network relationships in biological data. 

Any format of data can be treated with OmniViz. It offers filters for importing the data 
and for a capable user there are almost no limits. The data used for analysis may also be 
a combination of different data sets, e.g. patents and publications. Because the format of 
the data is not predetermined, it needs some preparation before clustering. Cleaning of 
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data may be done before clustering by editing auxiliary files, or afterwards using a tool 
in OmniViz. 

OmniViz focuses on visual analysis and is quite complex just for producing basic 
statistics. It offers filters for exporting the relevant sets of data to other tools, e.g. 
Microsoft Excel. 

OmniViz offers a very high degree of interactivity between tools used for analyzing the 
data. Selections in one tool immediately affect everything open in the workspace. It is 
possible to see animations of numerical or categorical data, e.g. patent filing years and 
related records in one of the visualizations. 

STN AnaVist 

STN Anavist is the American Chemical Society�s tool for flexible analysis of data 
retrieved from the STN data bank. The best features of STN AnaVist to be its 
representative visualizations, seamless interaction between different analyses, the ease 
with which various statistics could be prepared, and the user-friendly interface. 

AnaVist analyzes data retrieved from four STN databases (five since June 2008). Two 
of them are full text patent databases (USPatfull and PCTfull), and two are value added 
databases (DWPI and CAplus, which contains patent and scientific references for 
chemistry and biochemistry). In June 2008 the number of databases increased by one, 
when the EPFULL database, containing full text European patent documents filed since 
1978, was included. The data may be imported easily from STN and exported back for 
further processing. The converse of this ease though, is that analysis is restricted to 
patents in other fields than chemistry and biochemistry. 

Creating a visualization of the data with AnaVist is quite fast, as is preparing statistics 
from different points of view. AnaVist also has a high degree of interactivity between 
different analyses. 

Thomson Data Analyzer � VantagePoint 

Thomson Data Analyzer is an analysis tool from Thomson Reuters which uses Search 
Technology�s VantagePoint data mining software for the analysis. The best features of 
TDA VantagePoint were its flexibility and efficiency, as well as its macros for creating 
different reports and tools for comparing different groups made of the data. 

Thomson Data Analyzer analyzes data in almost any format. It provides filters to help 
with importing and special tools for handling and processing data from the Derwent 
World Patent Index. 
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Thomson Data Analyzer emphasizes the processing of the data and has quite modest-
looking visualizations, although with powerful calculations backing it up. It offers 
different kinds of analysis tools, lists and matrices for basic statistics, and maps for 
evaluating relationships between terms and clustering text. The tools allow the user to 
easily reveal records in the data set that are similar or assignees that have common 
documents, i.e. patent applications filed due to collaboration. These methods are very 
useful for identifying statistical divergence from the data, i.e. finding technology areas 
that are highly patented, �hot areas� as well as companies that are remarkably active in 
some specific technology area. 

Thomson Data Analyzer offers three different types of predefined reports. The reports 
contain basic as well as more processed information on the subject. They all are 
Microsoft Excel files containing tables and graphs. The reports may not be upgraded. 
The three types of reports are: Company Report, for retrieving information on one 
special company, Company Comparison Report, for comparing two to five companies 
and Technology Report containing variety of metrics regarding a technology area. 
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4. Analysis with Technology-based Data 

The analysis tools were tested with two cases, introduced in Chapter 3.2. This chapter 
introduces the results of the analyses with technology-based data. Some figures have 
been excluded because they showed similar results to the ones introduced in other 
chapters. Chapter 4.1 introduces patent landscapes made for getting a general view of 
the data. Chapter 4.2 deals with closer analysis of an interesting technological area 
discovered from the landscape. Chapter 4.3 looks at yearly trends in patenting and 
Chapter 4.4 compares the patent portfolios of two companies. Chapter 4.5 looks at 
patenting around one specific invention, i.e. one especially interesting patent document. 

4.1 Landscape 

Evaluation of the data is best begun by creating a general view of it. Different specific 
technologies patented and their frequency in the data may be evaluated by clustering the 
terms appearing in documents. In this study titles and abstracts were used for clustering. 
The tools visualize results by mapping the documents and clusters in proportion to each 
other, i.e. creating patent maps. Documents with similar subjects appear close to each 
other in maps. This makes it very easy to locate the most developed areas in the 
technology. It also shows outliers in the data, documents that don�t have much to do 
with the subject but are in the data by accident. All the tools tested enable closer 
evaluation of individual documents and clusters. 

Some basic statistical analysis was also performed of the data in order to get a better 
understanding of it. Answering the questions �Who did?�, �What did?� and �When 
did?� gives a general idea of the field. These questions were answered by looking at 
patent assignees and inventors, application or priority years and different classifications 
given for the documents. 
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Figure 2 shows the visualization made with Aureka. Aureka�s representation was found 
to be the clearest and most illustrative. The frequency of the documents is shown with 
contour lines and colours. Every document is represented with a dot. Three most 
important terms in the cluster differentiating the documents from other documents are 
shown. The greatest frequency of documents was of techniques related to the brakes of 
a vehicle, described with words (brake, braking force and system) in the visualization. 
The cluster is shown on left middle and is coloured with white. 

 

Figure 2. Aureka: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface made with Aureka�s ThemeMap. 
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Figure 3 shows statistics prepared from data with Aureka. Aureka offers two tools for 
retrieving the information; predefined reports and filters for exporting the data to 
Microsoft Excel. Predefined reports are offered for all attributes found in the data. The 
reports are impossible to edit, which is often needed for getting the data into a 
displayable form. Due to this Aureka offers tools for importing the data into Microsoft 
Excel and macros for making proper presentations of the statistics. The top patent 
assignees and the amount of documents they have filed related to the technology in 
question are shown on the left side of the figure. Toyota, Nissan and Mazda are the most 
active companies patenting in the area, which is not a surprise when dealing with 
techniques related to roads. Yearly trends in filing are shown at the top right. Patenting 
activity varied quite a lot from 1997 to 2006, and seems to have fallen nowadays. The 
chart at the bottom right shows the top International Patent Classifications given by 
Patent Organizations. They show a more detailed division of the different techniques 
among the documents than the clustering does. The IPCs in the predefined report are not 
informative because they have only the numeric codes and not the verbal explanations. 
All statistics in the figure were prepared with Microsoft Excel and Aureka�s macros. 

 

Figure 3. Aureka: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the road surface. 
The figure shows basic statistics of the data_ top patent assignees on the left, yearly 
trends in filing from 1997 to 2006 at the top right and the top International Patent 
Classifications (IPC) at the bottom right. The charts were prepared with Microsoft 
Excel. 
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Figure 4 shows visualizations of the data from different perspectives made with 
OmniViz. The similarity between the documents can be seen from the graphics on the 
left, made with the Galaxy visualization. OmniViz has clustered documents containing 
equal terms and positioned similar clusters close to each other. Each individual 
document is shown with a dot and squares representing centroids of the clusters. The 
three most frequent terms can be shown for all clusters, but they have been restricted to 
only a few to clarify the image. The graphic on the right was made with the ThemeMap 
visualization. It shows the same patent landscape but from a different angle. It is 
suitable for estimating the amounts of documents in each cluster. The graphics can be 
rotated and zoomed in OmniViz to look at it from all directions. The cluster with the 
terms wheel, surface, friction has the highest frequency of documents. Most of the 
clusters appear near each other at the top of the representation. There are three clusters 
at the bottom far apart from the others and having only a few documents. There is a 
possibility that they are not relevant to the subject. A closer investigation of the clusters 
was performed. It revealed that they discuss navigation techniques, not evaluating the 
condition of road surface, and are therefore outliers. A subset analysis was carried of the 
data by leaving them out in order to get more accurate data for further analysis. 

  

Figure 4. OmniViz: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface made with two visualizations, Galaxy on the left and ThemeMap on the right. 
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Figure 5 shows basic statistics of the data made in OmniViz. OmniViz offers filters for 
exporting data to other applications for further analysis. At the bottom is a histogram 
prepared with Microsoft Excel of the top patent assignees, using data imported from 
OmniViz. In the upper-left corner is OmniViz�s group tool showing the document 
counts of the most active assignees, and on the right a visualization with Galaxy show-
ing the assignees coloured with corresponding colours. In the middle of the figure is 
OmniViz�s Dynamic Query tool showing the yearly trends of patent application years. 

 

Figure 5. OmniViz: Galaxy landscape with patent documents of most active assignees 
coloured. In the upper-left corner is OmniViz�s group tool showing the document counts 
of the most active assignees and the colour corresponding to the assignee. In the middle 
of the figure is OmniViz�s Dynamic Query tool showing the yearly trends of patent 
application years. At the bottom is a histogram prepared with Microsoft Excel of the top 
patent assignees, using data imported from OmniViz. 
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Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the analysis made with STN AnaVist. The visualization of 
the patent landscape can be seen on the left in Figure 6. Light blue dots in the landscape 
represent individual documents. The coloured areas are clusters and the more red the 
cluster is, the higher its frequency of documents is. The red cluster at the bottom has the 
highest frequency in the data set. The two words beside the clusters indicate the two 
most frequent words in the cluster. A list of the ten most frequent terms may be seen by 
moving the cursor on the landscape. The figure may also be rotated for a better view. 

STN AnaVist enables the fluent creation of basic statistics. Yearly trends in patenting 
may be seen from the bar graph in the lower-right corner representing the priority years. 
The graph in the upper-right corner shows the top patent assignees, with Toyota, Nissan 
and Honda leading. The graph in the middle represents geographical areas of protection. 
Most of the patents have been filed in the US, Japan being the second. 

 

Figure 6. STN AnaVist: Visualization of patents related to measuring the friction on the 
road surface made with STN AnaVist. The landscape of clustered documents is on the 
left, yearly trends in patenting at the bottom left, the top assignees are in the upper-right 
corner and statistics of the countries where the applications have been made are in the 
middle. 
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Patent applications have been classified to describe their technological focus. The 
International Patent Classification (IPC) is an international classification provided by patent 
authorities. Some database producers also maintain their own classifications to help in the 
discovery of relevant patent documents. At the top of Figure 7 two graphs of the top 
classification codes are shown: IPC on the left and Derwent�s Manual Codes on the right. 
The most used IP Classes are technologies related to controlling braking and measuring 
friction. The Derwent Manual Codes show more detailed technologies, in the lead are 
technologies related to measuring friction on the road surface. At the bottom left of the 
figure is a list of the top inventors, obtained from the applications. That there are two 
inventors with more than 20 patent applications in the area is worthy of consideration. 
The bottom-right corner shows a co-operation matrix of the patent assignees. The 
diagonal of the matrix (shifted up by one row for representational purposes) shows the 
number of patents for each assignee. Other cells show the number of patent applications 
resulting from co-operation between the assignees in corresponding rows and columns. This 
is an excellent way to reveal collaboration among the companies patenting on the subject. 

 

Figure 7. STN AnaVist: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface made with STN AnaVist. The graphs show the results of basic statistics: top 
International Patent Classification in the top-left corner, Derwent Manual Codes on the 
right. The graph showing the most active inventors is in the bottom-left corner. The 
matrix in the bottom-right corner reveals co-operation between companies. The numbers 
on the diagonal (shifted up by one row) show the patents of each actor; the other 
numbers show the patent applications filed together by the corresponding companies. 
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Figure 8 shows the results of clustering prepared with Thomson Data Analyzer�s Factor 
Map. It is a graphical representation of the results of clustering by Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) used for finding frequently occurring terms in the dataset. The clusters 
are presented with blue circles with the most frequent term shown. The lines between 
the clusters represent a measure of similarity between them. The legend in the top-left 
corner displays information about the analysis. The number of clusters is 27 and the data 
coverage is 88% (meaning the percentage of documents included in any of the clusters). 

Thomson Data Analyzer allows closer evaluation of the clustering by moving the cursor 
over the map. By selecting one cluster, the titles of all documents in it are shown. Basic 
statistics about the corresponding cluster may also be seen. The largest number of 
documents can be found in the �wet� cluster at the middle left. The boxes next to the 
clusters show the most frequent terms in the clusters. 

 
Figure 8. TDA VantagePoint: Analysis of patents related to measuring the friction on 
the road surface made with Thomson Data Analyzer. The figure shows a FactorMap 
with blue dots representing the clusters. The size of the dot corresponds to its frequency 
of documents. The words describing the clusters are the most frequently occurring terms 
in each cluster. 
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Figure 9 shows the top patent assignees graph and yearly trends made with Thomson 
Data Analyzer�s Technology Report. Technology Report is a predefined report 
containing many basic and value-added statistics on the subject of technology. Some of 
the information offered by the reporting tool would be quite hard to get by making the 
analysis manually, i.e. unique technology indicators (classifications for top assignees). 
At the top is a graph representing the number of applications filed by the top patent 
assignees, and at the bottom are yearly trends in patenting. 
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Figure 9. TDA VantagePoint: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the 
road surface made with Thomson Data Analyzer. The figure shows the top patent 
assignees and yearly trends in the field with priority years. 

Summary 

The results obtained from analyses made with all the tools were very similar. They gave 
almost the same top 12 assignees; only their reciprocal order varied. Toyota and Nissan 
seem to be the most significant actors in the field. The only deviation was that Honda 
was missing from Thomson Data Analyzer�s top companies list. The yearly trend 
graphs show accelerated patenting since the mid-1990s, peaks in the late 1990s and 
early 2000s, and a slight decrease at the present moment. 
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4.2 Closer Inspection of Specific Technology 

Visualizations often reveal areas of technology that appear more interesting than others 
and need closer investigation. Aureka allows the user to select an area and save the 
documents in it into a new dataset for further analysis. In Thomson Data Analyzer, 
documents having some interesting common feature may be incorporated into a group 
and then analyzed as a subset. STN AnaVist and OmniViz enable the selection of 
documents by defining the relevant clusters straight from the visualizations. All the 
same operations as presented before may then be performed on the analyzed subset. 

Figure 10 shows OmniViz�s CoMet visualization for evaluating which areas companies 
are focused on. CoMet is a tool for analyzing associations between entities. The 
columns of the visualization in the figure represent data about each patent assignee, and 
the rows are the topics occurring in the data. Documents related to measuring the surface 
of the road with light were looked at more closely. By choosing the term �light� (shown 
with the row rounded with green lines) assignees who have filed for patents related to 
the subject (shown with yellow) could be seen. Due to the interactivity the documents 
containing the term are coloured with red in the Galaxy visualization shown on the right. 

 
Figure 10. OmniViz: Closer investigation of specific technology area. The rows show 
the major terms appearing to be significant during the clustering and the columns are 
patent assignees. By highlighting the term �light� patent assignees having applications 
related to the subject are coloured with yellow. A Galaxy visualization showing the 
documents containing the terms is on the right. 
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Figure 11 shows a closer investigation of an interesting technology area made with STN 
AnaVist. Three clusters seeming to be the most relevant to the subject were selected. 
The clusters can be found in the top-left corner of the landscape and are defined with 
terms �tire,surface�; �friction,surface� and �wheel,speed�. The frequencies of 
documents in the selected area are shown in green in the statistics graphs and other 
documents are in light blue. The statistics have been ordered by highlighted documents. 
The graph at the top right shows the top assignees in the specific area, with top IPCs in 
the middle and yearly trends in patenting at the bottom. Yearly trends in patenting in the 
specific area have followed technology-wide patenting, which can be clearly seen in the 
priority year graph. 

 

Figure 11. STN AnaVist: Closer investigations of specific technology area done with 
STN AnaVist. Patent map, on left with the clusters of the examined area selected and 
coloured in green. Corresponding occurrences are coloured with green in the other 
graphs also, with top assignees in the top-right corner, Patent Classification Codes in 
the middle and document frequencies by priority years at the bottom. 
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Figure 12 shows an analysis of the cluster �wet� in FactorMap by Thomson Data 
Analyzer, introduced in more detail in Chapter 4.1. By clicking on the relevant cluster, 
statistics from the corresponding documents may be withdrawn. Document titles can be 
seen and selected for closer examination on the left side of the map. The right side of 
the map shows some basic statistics of the data. The bar graph in the upper corner 
shows the frequency of documents by priority year. The first patents included in the 
cluster were filed in 2003. The graph shows some decrease in interest in the technology 
area. The pie chart in the middle shows the geographical area of protection, with Japan 
seeming to be the most important market area. The list in the lower corner introduces 
the most active assignees in the area. The green arrows after assignee names represent 
surprisingly high frequencies of the item, i.e. strong items. The three green arrows in 
TDA�s lists show that the number of occurrences for the corresponding actor is much 
higher than the expected value. The arrows shown for Toyota mean that Toyota is a 
very strong actor in techniques related to measuring the wet surface of the road. 

 

Figure 12. TDA VantagePoint: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on 
the road surface made with Thomson Data Analyzer. Examination of the cluster �wet� 
at the left middle of the FactorMap. The left side shows the titles of documents included 
in the cluster; the top right corner shows the frequency of documents for each priority 
year present; in the middle is a pie graph of patent authorities and in the bottom corner 
is a list of the top assignees. Strong assignees in the area are marked with green arrows. 
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Summary 

All four tools enabled closer investigation and retrieval of basic statistics of a specific 
technology area. In Aureka this was done by preparing a new visualization of the chosen 
documents while the others enabled it interactively by only outlining the area in question. 

4.3 Yearly Trends in Patenting 

Discovering trends in filing for patents reveals new �hot areas� in R&D and shows 
technologies that have become less interesting or have been abandoned. 

Figure 13 shows a patent landscape visualized with Aureka. A group of documents filed 
from 2004 to 2005 was made with Aureka�s Time Slice tool and coloured them in red. 
The figure reveals that there are quite few patent documents in the above-mentioned 
application years though no strong statistical conclusions may be drawn. Two 
technologies are shown to have clumping of documents: braking techniques and 
determining tire pressure. 

 

Figure 13. Aureka: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction of the road 
surface made with Aureka�s ThemeMap. Patent applications filed during 2004 and 
2005 are colored in red. 
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Figure 14 shows an OmniViz Galaxy visualization with the documents distributed into 
three groups by the priority year. The labels on the left show the colours used for each 
group and the visualization on the right shows the distribution of corresponding 
documents. The cluster in the middle of the visualization named �tire,surface,device� 
shows some piling up of new documents which might be considered for closer 
evaluation. 

 

Figure 14. OmniViz: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. Patents included in one of three time periods coloured with a colour corresponding 
to the period. 
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Figure 15 shows an analysis conducted with STN AnaVist. Three time periods were 
selected from the priority year graph at the bottom for closer study: 1997 to 2000, 2001 to 
2003 and 2004 to 2006. The documents in the patent landscape on the left are automatically 
coloured with the corresponding colours. The top patent assignee and IPC graphs on the 
right side also express the spread of the documents during the time periods. The top 
patent assignees nowadays seem to be the same as at all times previously. The assignee 
graph identifies newcomers to the market: General Motors and Alpine. It also shows 
fading development in the area from most of the companies, especially Fuji and Omron. 

 

Figure 15. STN AnaVist: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the 
road surface. The figure represents the segmentation of documents according to the priority 
year periods shown in the graph in the lower-right corner. On the left is a patent 
landscape with documents coloured with colours corresponding to the year periods; the 
top right shows patent assignees and in the middle are International Patent Classifications. 

Thomson Data Analyzer allows the user to create groups according to the years found in 
documents. Basic statistics of assignees, inventors etc. may be drawn, as well as a 
completely new analysis using the groups as data sets, as in other tools too. Thomson 
Data Analyzer also provides special tools for making a more progressive analysis, such 
as revealing �hot areas� of patenting. The means and results of such an analysis are 
presented for the Fraunhofer data in the next chapter. 

Summary 

None of the four tools revealed any distinct trends in patenting. All clusters made by the 
tools had a uniform spread of documents; there were no clearly abandoned technology 
areas or new �hot areas�. 
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4.4 Comparing the Patent Portfolio of Two Companies 
in the Technology Field 

Comparing patent portfolios of two actors gives valuable information of their differ-
ences and similarities in R&D and business. This method could also be employed for 
technological benchmarking by comparing a company�s own patent portfolio to some-
body else�s. The analyses presented in this subchapter introduce the means offered from 
the tools tested by comparing the portfolios of two assignees, Toyota and Bridgestone, 
both of which have many patents in the data set. 

Figure 16 shows a patent landscape made with Aureka. Toyota�s patents are coloured 
with green and Bridgestone�s with red. Aureka offers filters for exporting data from 
analysis to Microsoft Excel and macros for creating graphs there. The bar graph in the 
upper-right corner presents the yearly trends for both companies. Bridgestone has en-
tered the area quite recently and has concentrated mostly on one technology area, which 
can be seen from the red dots on the lowest part of the landscape. 

 

Figure 16. Aureka: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. Patent landscape with Toyota�s patents coloured with green and Bridgestone�s red. 
The graph in the upper-right corner shows the patent issue yearly trends for both companies. 
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Figure 17 shows OmniViz�s Galaxy visualization with Toyota�s and Bridgestone�s pat-
ents collected in their own groups and the documents in both groups coloured with cor-
responding colours. The group tool in the upper-left corner shows the colours used, 
green for Toyota and red for Bridgestone, and the number of documents in both groups. 
Toyota has filed 41 patents in this technology area over the years and Bridgestone 12. 

Application years from 2004 to 2006 were selected with the dynamic query tool shown 
in the lower-left corner. This caused the corresponding Toyota and Bridgestone docu-
ments to be coloured with yellow. This method loses some information when the image 
is printed, though it works well when using the animation feature online. 

 

Figure 17. OmniViz: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. First the patents assigned by Toyota are coloured in green, and those by 
Bridgestone in red. Then the documents filed between 2004 and 2006 have been 
coloured in yellow. 
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Figure 18 represents a comparison of Toyota�s and Bridgestone�s patents made with 
STN AnaVist. The two assignees have been selected by clicking their names in the Key 
Organizations/Assignee graph in the top-right corner. The patent applications filed by 
Toyota are shown in green, those by Bridgestone in red and one document of an 
invention made in collaboration in1998 in blue. The key assignees chart also shows co-
operation between Toyota and other assignees, shown with green bars. Bridgestone�s 
patents cover the same technological area, while Toyota is patenting widely different 
techniques, as can be seen from the landscape. The priority year graph in the figure tells 
us that the co-operation has been going on for quite a long time and is still continuing. 
Patent country statistics reveal the geographical area of protection and the International 
Patent Classifications at the bottom show more specific areas of research, development 
and collaboration. 

 

Figure 18. STN AnaVist: Visualization of patents related to measuring friction on the 
road surface. Comparison of Toyota�s (in green) and Bridgestone�s (in red) patents by 
colouring patent applications filed in collaboration in the upper-right corner. The 
corresponding documents are coloured in the landscape on the left, International 
Patent Classifications under patent assignees, priority years below, and patent 
countries at the bottom. 
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Figure 19 shows the results of different analyses made with Thomson Data Analyzer. 
On the left is a Cross-Correlation Map representing relationships among the most active 
assignees over the patent data set. It reveals which companies are working on similar 
areas by the terms used in patent applications. Strong equivalencies are shown with 
lines connecting clusters. Accumulation of clusters can be seen at the top of the map. 
Closer investigation of the assignees might reveal if they are competitors acting in the 
same area or companies with strong collaborations. Thomson Data Analyzer also offers 
tools for preparing different reports. One of them is a Company Comparison report 
providing a variety of statistics for up to 5 companies. At the bottom right is a table 
taken from the report, showing some basic metrics for both companies under 
examination. It gives information about the number of patent documents found in the 
data set, priority year range, percentage of new applications filed and top technology 
terms from Derwent Classifications. Above it is a table revealing the names of inventors 
who have worked for both companies; applications made in collaboration are excluded. 

 
Figure 19. TDA VantagePoint: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the 
road surface. The CrossCorrelation Map on the left represents relationships between the 
most active assignees in the patent data set. On the right are tables from the Company 
Comparison report showing statistics of Toyota�s and Bridgestone�s patents in this area. 
The Mobile People report shows the names of inventors employed by both companies and 
the table below reveals basic information about the patent portfolios of each company. 

TOYOTA
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Summary 

Comparison of the two companies showed that Bridgestone has concentrated on nar-
rower areas of technology than Toyota, which was found by all four tools. The year type 
used in the analysis with MicroPatent was the issue year, whereas with the others it was 
the application or priority year. The patent is usually issued (and receives the issue year) 
from three to five years after filing the application, when with some terms the applica-
tion or priority year is given. This implies parallel results from comparison of two actors 
with all four tools. Unique information was obtained with STN AnaVist and Thomson 
Data Analyzer, too. STN AnaVist revealed one patent filed in collaboration and Thom-
son Data Analyzer identified a researcher who has worked for both companies, first for 
Bridgestone and then for Toyota. 

4.5 Patenting Around One Significant Invention 

Sometimes it is of great importance to evaluate how a specific document relates to other 
patents in the same technology area. This might be the case, for example, when plan-
ning on further developing an already invented technique and evaluating how many 
patents there are in the area, or trying to locate partners for collaboration in a specific 
technological field. The ability of the tools to locate a specific patent application known 
by title was tested. Figure 20 shows a part of the Aureka landscape on left and the 
document window on the right. The document window shows details of patent docu-
ments from an area selected in the landscape. The location of a specific patent document 
is shown with an arrow and patent number on Landscape by clicking the corresponding 
patent in the Document window. 

 
Figure 20. Aureka: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. A specific document has been located on the patent map. The document window 
on the right shows the contents of documents surrounding the specific document. 
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Figure 21 shows the record selected from the record viewer in OmniViz�s Galaxy, 
coloured in yellow. Details of the document in question are shown at the top of the 
visualization. 

 

Figure 21. OmniViz: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. A specific document located from the patent map and coloured in yellow. The 
record window at the top shows details of the document. 
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Figure 22 shows the locating tools of STN AnaVist. While selecting the document from 
the document display on the right, a white spot blinks around the document and the 
landscape navigator shows the specific space on the landscape. 

 

Figure 22. STN AnaVist: Analysis of patents related to measuring friction on the road 
surface. A specific document is located from the patent map by choosing it in the 
Documents window. The related document blinks on the landscape and the Landscape 
Navigator in the top-left corner helps to locate the site. 

Summary 

Aureka, OmniViz and STN AnaViz provided easy ways to locate a specific document in 
the visualization. Thomson Data Analyzer doesn�t locate specific documents in the 
maps, but details of all records in each cluster may be seen. All four tools enabled ac-
cess to the whole document for closer examination. 
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5. Analysis with Company-based Data 

This chapter introduces the results of analyses made with company related data, intro-
duced in Chapter 3.2. The analyses evaluate the patent portfolio of Fraunhofer, which is 
Europe�s largest organization for applied research, based in Germany. Data set with all 
of Fraunhofer�s patents and patent applications filed since 1995 was used. 

Knowing another company�s or competitor�s patenting activities reveals its strengths 
and business strategies. Yearly trends show the technology areas the company has 
abandoned and the areas it is concentrating on now. The filing activity for different Pat-
ent Organizations, i.e. each country�s patent office, reveals a company�s geographical 
business strategy. The protection of an invention is sought only for countries considered 
to be important markets. The inventor information of patent applications reveals key 
researchers in specific techniques, which is a valuable feature for headhunting. Collabo-
ration with other actors in the field can also be seen from patents. 

Chapter 5.1 introduces Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio, or �patent landscape�. Chapter 5.2 
shows the yearly trends in its patenting and Chapter 5.3 gives information about Fraun-
hofer�s co-operation with Nokia-Siemens-Network. 

5.1 Landscape 

Achieving an overview of the data is also important for competitive analysis. The 
Fraunhofer data retrieved from MicroPatent and used for testing Aureka and OmniViz 
includes documents written in German. Both tools allow the cleaning of data before 
clustering; Aureka even has a �use English data only� option. However all the data was 
used. This was done in order to evaluate how the clustering algorithms manage the 
situation of handling documents in different languages and also having as much data as 
possible for the basic analysis. Both tools managed the task well. Documents in German 
are in their own clusters. 
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Figure 23 visualizes Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio of patent applications filed since 1995 
with Aureka. The highest frequencies of documents are for clusters related to optics in 
the middle, signals and audio techniques at the centre-right and documents written in 
German at the top. 

 

Figure 23. Aureka: Visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. Data includes all patents 
filed since 1995. The visualization was prepared with Aureka�s Thememap. 
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Figure 24 shows basic statistics created with Aureka. Aureka provides two different 
ways to achieve top occurrence lists of different attributes. It has basic reports in 
standard formats and filters and macros for creating the graphs in Microsoft Excel. The 
bar graph in the top-left corner shows Fraunhofer�s most important co-assignees. The 
formats of the names of assignees are often quite varied. The name of one company can 
be written in many different ways, e.g. Nokia Oy, Nokia Corp., etc. This is why the 
analysis with Aureka�s Basic report led to the top assignees list having many entries for 
Fraunhofer�s different departments. The analysis had to be performed by importing the 
data into Microsoft Excel and combining the related assignee names manually. Siemens 
and Philips seem to be the most active collaborators with Fraunhofer over the whole 
time period. The report in the lower left shows the top frequencies of patent applications 
published by Patent Organizations. Since 1995, Fraunhofer has filed most of its patents, 
40%, in Germany only. The second-largest amount has been filed with the European 
Patent Office, and the third through the international application procedure; PCT 
(documents with application numbers having the two-letter prefix �WO�). The basic 
report on the right shows the yearly trends in publication years. Fraunhofer seems to 
continuously increase its patenting activity. Attention should be paid to 2008, as 
documents were retrieved in April and 2008 is therefore incomplete. 

 

Figure 24. Aureka: Basic statistics of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. The data includes 
all patents and applications filed since 1995. The graphics show the frequency of 
documents per top five patent assignees, publishing patent organization, and per 
publication year. 
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Figure 25 is a visualization made with OmniViz�s Galaxy. There seem to be some clus-
ters with a high frequency of documents; the cluster related to fibres at the top, materials 
and gas in the middle, and clusters related to electronics at the bottom. 

 

 

Figure 25. OmniViz: Visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. The data includes 
all patents filed since 1995. The visualizations were created with OmniViz�s Galaxy and 
ThemeMap tools. 
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Figure 26 shows a visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio and basic statistics 
made with STN AnaVist. On the left are the landscape and priority yearly trends. The 
highest frequency of documents is in the cluster related to layers and substrates. The 
graph at the top right expresses co-operation with other companies, below are patent 
countries and key researchers. 

 

Figure 26. STN AnaVist: Visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. The data 
includes all patents filed since 1995. The visualizations were created with STN AnaVist. 
On the left are landscape and priority yearly trends. The graph at the top right 
expresses co-operation with other companies, below are patent countries and key 
researchers. 
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Figure 27 represents a visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio created with Thomson 
Data Analyzer�s Factor Map. The features of the Factor Map are explained in Chapter 
4.1. According to the priority year trend boxes shown in the figure, Fraunhofer has 
remarkably increased patenting related to computer technologies and respectively 
decreased those related to materials. Thomson Data Analyzer has distributed the 
documents into clusters quite evenly. 

 

Figure 27. TDA VantagePoint: Visualization of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. The data 
includes all patents filed since 1995. Yearly trends in patenting are shown for two 
document clusters, �computer� and �material�. 
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Figure 28 shows basic statistics prepared with Thomson Data Analyzer. The list of top 
assignees is in the upper-left corner and priority yearly trends are below them; the top 
inventors are in the top-right corner, with patent countries below. 

 

Figure 28. TDA VantagePoint: Analysis of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. The data 
includes all patents filed since 1995. Basic statistics of patents filed with co-assignees 
are in the top-left corner, the most active inventors are on the right, frequencies of 
applications by priority years are at the bottom left and geographical activity in 
patenting is in the bottom-right corner. 

Summary 

The clustering made by the tools was most illustrative with OmniViz and STN AnaVist. 
The technology areas of digital techniques, chemistry and materials could be distin-
guished. Identifying the most patented areas was most difficult with Thomson Data 
Analyzer. All tools gave similar top collaborators and yearly trends information. Fraun-
hofer�s top collaborators are Siemens and Philips, and its patenting has been quite 
steady, though slightly increasing over time. Fraunhofer concentrates mostly on Euro-
pean markets; its three mostly used patenting practices are: filing the patent straight 
with Germany�s patent office, with the European Patent Office, or through PCT. 
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5.2 Yearly Trends in Patenting 

Evaluating yearly trends in a competitor�s patenting may offer valuable information 
about its business decisions. Increasing patenting in one area may indicate a competitor�s 
intention to concentrate on that technology, or an old patent portfolio may relate to a 
decision to change the business focus. Due to the slow product launch process, the appearance 
of new products and techniques may be seen in advance from new patent applications. 

Figure 29 shows a visualization of Fraunhofer�s patents made with Aureka. On the left 
is the visualization with documents filed between 2005 and 2008 coloured in red, and 
on the right those from 1995 to 1998 coloured in green. Aureka allows the colouring of 
different time slices in the same figure too. For further analysis of the time slice groups 
a new data set containing the corresponding documents would have to be made. 

 

Figure 29. Aureka: Analysis of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. Two patent maps made 
with Aureka; the left one has patent documents from 2005 to 2008 coloured in red, and 
on the right are documents from 1995 to 1998 in green. 
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Figure 30 shows an analysis of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio made with STN AnaVist. 
Documents with priority years from 1995 to 1996 are colored in blue and those from 
2005 to 2006 are in red. The landscape on the left represents the distribution of 
documents with only colored documents shown. The patent country bars in the top-right 
corner show that Fraunhofer has recently filed just as many patent applications in 
Germany as in earlier years, and has increased slightly the amount of PCT applications. 
The top assignees graph in the middle indicates long lasting co-operation with Siemens. 
The top Derwent Manual codes are presented in the graph in the bottom-right corner 
showing the domination of computer-related techniques. 

 

Figure 30. STN: Analysis of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio made with STN AnaVist. 
Documents with priority years from 1995 to 1996 are colored in blue, and those from 
2005 to 2006 are in red. The landscape on the left shows the distribution of documents. 
Patent countries are in the top-right corner, top assignees in the middle, and top 
Derwent Manual codes in the bottom-right corner. 

Figure 31 shows yearly trend analysis made with Thomson Data Analyzer. A group 
containing documents filed between 1995 and 1996 was created, and another with 
documents from 2005 to 2006. The matrix in the upper-left corner represents the �hot 
area� analysis for both groups. The analysis is committed by first creating a Factor Map 
to reveal the most important terms over the whole data set and then a Co-occurrence 
Matrix to evaluate which are the most patented subjects for either group; in other words 
the �hot areas�. The matrix indicates that Fraunhofer�s latest hot areas are technologies 
related to computer programs, chemical elements and antibodies, whereas in the early 
years of the explored patents they were technologies related to acyloxy radicals, 
chemical elements and chemistry. 
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Other statistics in the figure were prepared with Thomson Data Analyzer�s list 
comparison tool. Unique records for either set may be evaluated by comparing the 
group with the rest of the data set with Thomson Data Analyzer�s List Comparison tool. 
The bar graph in the top-right corner shows Derwent Manual Codes for new inventions. 
They are unique for the data group consisting of patent applications filed during 2005 
and 2006, i.e. they don�t appear in other documents in the test data. The graph in the 
lower-left corner shows unique inventors for the latest applications. This analysis could 
be used to identify new up-and-coming researchers in the area. The Unique Patent 
Assignees graph at the bottom middle contains only two companies, Airbus and Nokia 
Siemens. This indicates a quite recently begun collaboration between Fraunhofer and 
them. The graph in the lower-right corner shows patent assignees unique to the former 
data group, though with whom collaboration has ended. 

 
Figure 31. TDA VantagePoint: Analysis of patents assigned by Fraunhofer in 1995�1996 
and 2005�2006. The graph in the top-left corner shows the �hot areas� of patenting 
currently and earlier. Statistics of inventions made by inventors who had not submitted 
applications before 2005 are at the bottom left, manual codes for new technology areas 
are in the top-right corner, new partners are at the bottom middle and partners with 
whom there has been no co-operation during recent years are at the bottom right. 
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Summary 

All four tools enabled the comparison of documents of different time periods. STN 
AnaVist and Thomson Data Analyzer easily revealed the new �hot areas� in Fraun-
hofer�s patenting. They both named it to be computer software. Comparison of different 
time periods was most difficult with Aureka, since it only shows interactively the land-
scape with selected documents showing, but not other statistics. This could, however, be 
created by committing a new analysis with the selected data set. Graphs taken of the 
comparison in OmniViz are not right for the tool, since one of its strengths is the possi-
bility to see the change with animations. The possibility to obtain different comparative 
statistics of time periods with Thomson Data Analyzer was highly valuable. 

5.3 Co-operation 

Fraunhofer have collaborated recently with Nokia, as was seen from former analyses. 
Looking at the patents with both named as patent assignees reveals more closely the 
nature of the co-operation. Patent classifications and yearly trends in the documents 
give detailed information about the techniques developed and the time-frame of the col-
laboration. 

Figure 32 shows a landscape of Fraunhofer�s patents. The ones filed with Nokia are 
coloured in red. Corresponding documents may be examined with Document Viewer, 
shown in the middle. At the bottom is a graph showing the results of a citation analysis 
carried out for one patent assigned with Nokia. It indicates that the invention relates to 
techniques developed by SAP, Microsoft and Hewlett Packard. Citation analysis reveals 
other actors working on the same subject. 
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Figure 32. Aureka: Analysis of Fraunhofer�s patent portfolio. Inventions developed in 
co-operation with Nokia are coloured in red. The Document Viewer in the middle shows 
details of the corresponding documents and a graph representing the results of citation 
analysis at the bottom. 

Figure 33 shows the division of Fraunhofer�s inventions made in collaboration with 
Nokia in OmniViz�s Galaxy visualization. The documents are marked with purple dots. 
On the right is the Record Viewer for a closer examination of the documents. 

 

Figure 33. OmniViz: Analysis of Fraunhofer�s co-operation with Nokia-Siemens-Networks 
(NSN). On the left side is a Galaxy landscape with Fraunhofer�s patents assigned with 
NSN coloured in purple. On the right side are corresponding patent documents. 
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Figure 34 shows a co-occurrence matrix created with Thomson Data Analyzer for 
patents assigned by Fraunhofer and Nokia-Siemens-Networks. The matrix shows the 
number of patents filed each year. It reveals that they have filed eight patents together 
during 2005 and 2006. The mobile people report below shows the names and years of 
employment of inventors that have worked for both companies. Co-operation 
applications have been excluded from the Mobile People report so as to avoid biasing 
the analysis. 

 

Figure 34. TDA VantagePoint: Co-occurrence matrix of Fraunhofer�s and Nokia�s patents 
at the top, mobile report of inventors who have worked for both companies the bottom. 

Summary 

All the tools found some new patents filed in collaboration between Nokia and Fraun-
hofer, although any explanation for Thomson Data Analyzer finding only eight of them 
couldn�t be found. Aureka�s citation analysis offers valuable information about other 
actors interested in the same technologies. 
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6. Conclusions 

All the tools evaluated were found to be very useful for the task and quite easy to adopt 
for daily work. All four had some strengths and weaknesses compared to each other. 

Aureka and STN AnaVist are easy to use and analysis can be committed with almost no 
preliminary preparation. Aureka�s strengths are its visually impressive representation of 
results and clear user interface. The availability of citation analysis also gives added 
value to the analysis. STN AnaVist also gets credit for its user interface. The best 
features of AnaVist are the possibility to easily see the results of an analysis from many 
different points of view at the same time and the high degree of interactivity of the tool. 

Though Biowisdom�s OmniViz and VantagePoint with Thomson Data Analyzer need 
more preparation and learning before the analysis can be made, they compensate for the 
effort by offering sophisticated analysis and a high degree of decision-making power for 
the user. They are the right tools for a �power user,� but are effective and useful for 
basic analysis too. Their strength is also the possibility to use data from almost any source 
and in almost any format, and they offer filters to aid importation and allow data to be 
combined in different formats. TDA VantagePoint also has special tools for handling 
value-added patent data retrieved from Derwent�s World Patent Index, which is the most 
important unique database of patent information. OmniViz has invested in developing 
many different solutions for visualization of the data. The high degree of interactivity 
offered, e.g. animations of yearly trends, is one of its best features. Both tools have many 
other good analysing instruments which are not introduced in this study, e.g. Thomson 
Data Analyzer�s auto-correlation matrices and maps for evaluating the relatedness of 
items within a field and OmniViz�s analysis of numerical and biological data. 

The limited availability of data sources are Aureka�s and STN AnaVist�s weaknesses. 
However, Aureka has relieved this by allowing the data analysed with Thomson Data 
Analyser to be imported into it for visualization. That raises the value of Aureka highly, 
although the use of MicroPatent data only would limit the scope of the analysis. STN 
AnaVist offers five databases for analysis, and fortunately two of them are highly value-
added databases: Derwent�s World Patent Index and Chemical Abstract Service�s 
Chemical Abstracts Plus (CAplus). CAplus contains bibliographical data from patents 
and scientific publications in biochemistry, chemistry and chemical engineering. 

The weaknesses of OmniViz were the amount of preparation needed to produce basic 
statistics and the need to understand sophisticated statistical methods, e.g. correlation 
matrices. Thomson Data Analyzer�s weakness was the stiffness of its visualizations. 
Basic statistics were easily retrieved but the forming of their presentations was almost 
impossible, e.g. restricting the number of records shown. The simplified visualization 
format reduces their clarity. 
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All the tools had possibilities to make groups for closer evaluation of the data. They also 
provided tools for re-labelling cluster names and other attributes in the visualizations. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of the features of the tools. Each feature has been given a 
score ranging from none to three plus signs. Three signs mean that the tool answers the 
need remarkably well and no sign means that the tool lacks the feature. The total 
number of the tools cannot be compared because the features and the measures are not 
compatible. The comparison doesn�t try to indicate the how good each tool is; it seeks to 
help in evaluating which is the best tool for the specific needs of each reader. 

Table 1. Comparison of the features of the tools. The number of plus signs doesn�t indicate 
how good the tool is, as the measures are not compatible. The comparison is made to 
make it easier to evaluate the tool for the specific needs of the reader. 

Comparison of the features Tools  

Features 
Aureka OmniViz

STN 
AnaVist 

Thomson 
Data 

Analyzer

Fast adoption of the tool +++ + +++ + 

Use of varying data, including other than patent data     +  (1 +++     +  (2 +++ 

Flexibility + +++ + +++ 

Visual representation of results ++ ++ +++ + 

Ease with which basic statistics can be created ++ + +++ ++ 

Need for more sophisticated analysis + +++ + +++ 

Possibility to have influence on data mining algorithms + +++   ++ 

Ability to edit the terms used in presentations + + ++ + 

Process execution time + +++ ++ + 

1) When importing data from Thomson Data Analyzer 
2) Non-patent data available from CAplus from fields of chemistry 

In conclusion it could be stated that OmniViz and Thomson Data Analyzer are tools for 
sophisticated and diversified mathematical analysis of the data. Aureka and AnaVist are 
convenient for easily visualizing basic statistics and �top lists� of the data and for 
making stylish patent maps. The unique features of OmniViz, when compared to the 
other tools tested, are the possibility to visualize clustered data from many different 
points of view and the possibility to evaluate some attributes with patent map animations. 
Thomson Data Analyzer offers efficient tools for comparing different subsets of the 
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data, e.g. for identifying the unique values of an attribute. Aureka is the only tool 
allowing citation analyses and has the most illustrative patent map. STN AnaVist is 
superior in the possibility to retrieve basic statistics quickly and smoothly. 

The results obtained with all four tools were very much alike, even though different 
databases for retrieving the data were used. The top assignees and inventors lists were 
uniform, as were the yearly trends and both technological and geographical business 
areas. Only the reciprocal orders and amount of documents varied. However, the 
conclusions drawn from the results, and business decisions made with them, would all 
be similar regardless of the tool used. 
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Approximately 80 % of scientific and technical information can be found
from  patent  documents  alone,  according  to  a  study  carried  out  by  the
European Patent Office. Patents are also a unique source of  information
since they are collected, screened and published according to internationally
agreed  standards.  In  addition  to  being  an  extremely  valuable  source  of
technology  intelligence,  patent  documents  offer  a  business  competitive
intelligence. Being aware of the state of the art of relevant technology areas
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techniques and products forestalls overlapping R&D projects and thereby
prevents unnecessary investment. Equally important is the recognition of
other  actors  operating  in  the  field.  Benchmarking  and  evaluating  a
competitor's  R&D  and  market  strategies  aids  in  managing  one's  own
processes and locating possible parties for collaboration or crosslicensing.

Since the patent system was established, more than 60 million patent
applications  have  been  published.  It  would  be  impossible  to  find  and
analyze  relevant  documents  manually.  This  publication  describes  the
results  and  observations  obtained  in  a  study  testing  four  sophisticated
patent  analysis  and  visualization  tools.  The  tools  were  tested  with  two
cases, evaluating their ability to offer technology and business intelligence
from  patent  documents  for  companies'  daily  business.
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